
Business Professionals of America Holds Regional Conference
Olivia Adams Business Professionals ofNews Editor America (BPA) is now preparing to send its twelve competitors toits state meet that will be held in Billings on March 7-10. The group defines itself as "the leading Career and Technical Student Organization for students pursuing careers in business management, office administration, information technology and other related career fields” with a mission to "contribute to the preparation of a world-class workforce through the advancement of leadership, citizenship, academic, and technological skills". As one of the largest national organizations working with high schoolers, Hellgate is one of 2,300 BPA chapters across 23 states.The thirty BPA members have a meeting on the last Monday of every month and executive members meet the Tuesday before the meeting. The executives include: Maddie Keiper (President), Nathan Bigley (Vice President), Conner Fost (Financial Director), Kinsey Smith (School Store Manager), Kara Schmidt (Secretary), Rory Anderson and Tricia Chaffin (Communications Officers), and Chris Kime (Technology Coordinator). Along with being in charge of the Knight Knook, each member must help to*compete in an event of their choice and can compete in as many events as they want at region- als."There are many events (I want to say around 75) to choose from. These events can be something you prepare on your computer (such as typing or formatting skills), tested events where you take a test, and presentations where you go to the location on the day of regionals and deliver,” said Keiper. "To prepare, we take tests from previous years. Some events allow you to use a book or manual so you

can study that way.”On Jan. 14, the students competed at their regional competition as the only AA school. Twelve out of the thirteen competitors placed in the top six slots in at least one event, qualifying them for the state competition. If they do well enough there, it’s possible to qualify for the national competition, this year in Anaheim, California.BPA has proved to teach its members many lifelong and valuable skills. "BPA has taught me to handle money (in the school store), many things

BPA members at the Regional Conference held 
in Missoula (Photo courtesy of Kim Keiper).about business (I take two personal finance tests and an accounting test) and I have learned a lot from my tests. Specifically as President, 1 have learned how to plan a schedule for meetings with Ms. Huguet and Kara along with input from other executives (usually from our executive meetings) and public speaking skills from leading every meeting,” said Keiper.Even if students are busy outside of school, it is still possible to participate in the club. The club

also includes volunteer services for the community."BPA is a fun work experience even if you don't have time outside of school to work. The school store is a fun environment. Also, it’s a great idea if you want a taste of business to see if it might interest you for a future career path," said Keiper. "If you are looking for volunteer hours we generally do many volunteer projects. This year BPA has raised around 200 dollars for the Special Olympics who all the BPA chapters statewide support. We have been doing apple cider sales and candy sleigh sales and also any donating any tips we received at the school store to go towards the Special Olympics.”Along with gaining experience, knowledge and competing, there are some other perks to being a part of BPA."The club is really neat in that we are able to pay for registration fees, trips to state and nationals, and pizza for every meeting for the entire club, as well as an annual holiday luncheon for the club and administration staff members at Hellgate," said Keiper.National BPA week is happening this week (Feb 23-27). On Monday, BPA hosted a "bring a friend” meeting to allow anyone who was potentially interested in BPA to attend. They are selling paper for one dollar, with proceeds going towards their fund for the Special Olympics. During their state competition, the paper chains will be displayed in the entrance of the conference center. Each chapter from across the state will put their chain links together to symbolize each dollar that they have raised. The paper chains purchased at the sale will be combined with Hellgate’s other 200 other paper links that they will already have from the money currently raised.
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